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Abstract 

 

We use the quantum of the mass and its equations to present a new formula that relates the energy 

of a massive object to its wavelength. We use the energy-mass equation of Einstein and the mass-

frequency equation of the quantum of the mass. The new equation uses k constant, speed of the 

object, and wavelength of the object for calculating the energy of the object. The existing equation 

just relates the energy of a photon to its wavelength. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

In quantum mechanics, one of the most 

popular equations that relate the energy and 

wavelength of the photon is given by: 

E =  
hc

λ
      (1) 

Where E is the energy of the photon, h is the 

Planck’s constant, c is the speed of the light 

and λ  is the wavelength of the photon. 

This equation is a combination of the 

Planck’s formula [1] that relates the energy 

of the photon to its frequency and  public 

equation that relates the speed of the particle 

to its wavelength: 

𝐸 = ℎ. 𝑣    or    𝐸 = ℎ. 𝑓     

Where 𝑣 (nu) is the frequency of the photon 

and: 

f =  
v

λ
         (2) 

According to the definition of wave-particle 

duality [2], we know that all particles have 

their frequency. Also, according to the 

quantum of the mass [3], the equation that 
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relates the mass of each particle to its 

frequency is given by: 

m = kf  (3) 

Scientists believe that wavelength of the 

massive object is too short, hence they use 

equation (1) for investigating elementary 

particles [4]. Now, our question is that it is 

possible to change the speed of the light in the 

equation (1) to the speed of the object and use 

it to calculate the energy of the massive 

particles based on their speed and 

wavelength? We expect that formula would 

be changed to: 

E =  
hv

λ
      (4) 

Where v is the speed of the object. This 

equation would be useful for predicting the 

speed and path of stars in the galaxies [5] and 

the formation of the supermassive objects [6-

7]. 

 

Energy and wavelength equation of 

massive objects 

 

According to the energy-mass equation [8], 

for each object: 



E =  mc2  (5) 

Where E is the energy of the mass, m is the 

mass, and c is the speed of the light. 

On the other hand, in the quantum of the mass 

we have an equation that relates the mass of 

the massive objects to their frequency: 

m = kf  (6)  

k = 7.3724973238127078929185371194939 

        × 10−51 𝑘𝑔. 𝑠 

Where k is the quantum of the mass, and f is 

the frequency of the mass. 

Using equation (5) and (6) 

E =  kfc2  

Where  

f =
v

λ
 

hence 

E =  
kc2v

λ
      (7)      or 

 E =  
hv

λ
     

 

Second method 

 

There are several methods for proving 

equation (7) based on the k constant and its 

related formula. According to the definition 

of the k constant: 

h = kc2       or     c2 =
h

k
         

also, the relation between wavelength and 

mass is given by: 

λ =
kv

m
    (8) 

hence 

E =  mc2 =
m h

k
             or 

 

E =
m h

k
 ×  

v

v
=  

mhv

kv
     

then      

E =

hv
1

kv
m

 

 

Using equation (8) 

 

E =  
hv

λ
      

 
hence 
 

E =  
k𝑐2v

λ
      

 
Equation (7) is the complete equation to 

describe the energy of each particle based on 

its wavelength and its speed. For instance, 

equation (1) is a special case of the equation 

(7) where v=c. 

 

Conclusion 

 

By using equations of the quantum of the 

mass, we proved that we could calculate the 

energy of all objects according to their 

wavelength and speed. In astronomy, 

wavelength and speed are observational 

parameters, hence scientists can calculate 

mass and energy of stars and supermassive 

objects by using them. 

On the other hand, in the quantum mechanics, 

measuring speed and wavelength of the 

elementary particles help to find out their 

properties faster and with more precision. 

Finally, using the quantum of the mass can 

describe many unknown phenomena and 

predict their behavior. 
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